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Inn this paper, the preferred region of dessign parameters for quasi-nnormalized
equattions of single--axis attitude control of rigiid spacecraft using
u
pulse-widdth pulsefrequeency modulatorr (PWPFM) is presented
p
for rest-to-rest
r
manneuvers. Using the quasinormaalized equationns for attitude control reducces the system parameters, thhat is, the
momeent of inertia, the
t filter gain, and the maxim
mum torque of modulator
m
are merged to
other parameters and
a
the total number of pa
arameters is reduced. Therrefore, the
computational burdden is decreaseed and moreovver, the results are usable for grouped
param
meters, regardlless of the valuue of each parrameter separaately. The optim
mization is
carrieed out by grid search methodd with the perfformance indexx of fuel consuumption or
numbber of thruster firings
f
for a raange of inputs. Finally, the sugggested upper and lower
boundds of parameterrs are obtained based on the op
ptimization ressults.
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Intrroduction
n

12

There arre several teechniques forr attitude staability
and manneuver of a sppacecraft, inccluding continnuous
and disccontinuous control
c
methhods [1]. On-off
O
thrusters are used in applications where the toorque
needed for control is greater than the toorque
producedd by continuuous devicees [2]. Theree are
numerouus studies in designing
d
the spacecraft coontrol
systems actuated by on-off
o
thrusteers [3-6] in which
w
pulse moodulation thruusters are thee most comm
monly
used techhniques. mm
Thee simplest on-off control technique
t
uttilizes
the bangg-bang contrroller. To eliiminate the pulse
chatterinng behavior,, bang-bang with dead--zone
controlleer has been introduced [7,8].
[
To enhhance
the perfoormance of the
t bang-banng controllerr with
dead-zonne, some hysteresis
h
iss usually added
a
referred to as Schmiitt Trigger. Besides,
B
therre are
some moodulators com
mposed of a Schmitt Triigger,
1. Assistantt Professor (Correesponding Authoor)
2. Graduatee Student (Currenntly PhD Student))

Width Pulsee-Frequency Modulatorr
e.g., Pulse-W
PWPFM) annd Pseudo R
Rate Modulaator (PRM)..
(P
PWPF
P
and PR
P modulatoors are com
mposed of a
Schmitt
S
Triggger, a first-oorder filter, and a feed-back
b
loop. Inn PWPFM, tthe filter is in the feed-fo
orward loop,, opposed to PRM, in wh
hich the filterr
iss in the feeddback loop [1]. PWPFM
M is the mostt
prominent
p
m
modulator
ddue to itss numerouss
advantages, such
s
as highh precision and
a low fuell
consumption in spacecrafft attitude co
ontrol [9,10]..
The
T PWPFM
M is also useed for other applicationss
su
uch as kinetiic kill vehiclees [11].
The impportant issuee in spacecrraft attitudee
control basedd on PWPF modulator is the properr
seetting of the parameterrs, as impro
oper settingss
would
w
cause high fuel coonsumption and thrusterr
fiirings, large output pphase lag, and evenn
in
nstability off the system [11]. Theree are severall
works
w
dedicated to this m
matter, for bo
oth rigid [12]]
an
nd flexible spacecraft
s
[13,14], but th
he results aree
obtained
o
onlyy for a speecified valuee of attitudee
an
ngle comm
mand and sspacecraft specification..
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Several of PWPFM designs using variable
structure control [15], sliding mode control [16],
and adaptive control [17], utilized the preferred
region of PWPF parameters, have been obtained
in Ref. [14].
Recently, the preferred regions of
parameters for PWPF and PR modulators have
been determined using grid search method and
their performance has been compared, but
again only for a specified attitude command
and predetermined spacecraft specifications
[18,19]. Hence, if the specified values change i.e. attitude command, thruster torque, and
spacecraft moment of inertia - the optimization
must be repeated. Using the quasi-normalized
equations of attitude control with PWPF,
introduced in Ref. [20], the total number of
grouped parameters is reduced for the purpose of
optimization. In addition, the preferred regions
can be obtained in a quasi-normalized form,
regardless of the values of each parameter, such
as moment of inertia and filter gain, as treated in
Ref. [21].
The objective of this study is to present the
preferred region of PWPF parameters in a
quasi-normalized form. In this regard, the static
and dynamic simulations are first carried out and
the system analyses are presented for a rest-torest maneuver. Then, the quasi-normalized
parameters are optimized for a range of attitude
angle inputs.

PWPFM in Quasi-Normalized Form
The single axis control system based on PWPFM
with attitude and rate feedback for a rigid
spacecraft is depicted in Fig.1. As shown in this
figure, besides the reference input (Θref) and the
initial conditions, the system consists of 8
parameters, including maximum torque of
Schmitt Trigger (Um), hysteresis on threshold
(Uon), hysteresis off threshold (Uoff), filter gain
(K), filter time constant (Tf), spacecraft moment
of inertia (J), attitude feedback gain (Kx), and
velocity feedback gain (Kxd). These parameters
should be chosen so that the overall performance
of the control system is desirable. Finding the
preferred interval for each parameter requires
multiple cost and time consuming simulations
and therefore, reducing these parameters is a
useful and efficient solution.
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Figure 1. Block diagram of PWPFM in single axis
attitude control for rigid spacecraft [1]

Figure 2. Quasi-normalized block diagram of PWPFM
in Figure 1 [20]

As shown in Figure 2, by merging the
moment of inertia, the filter gain, and the
maximum control torque in other parameters, the
attitude control block diagram can be expressed
using grouped parameters of Uon/KUm, Uoff/KUm,
Kx/J, Kxd/J, and Tf.

Parameter Optimization
Here, the static, dynamic, and system
optimizations are carried out to find the desired
range of Uon/KUm, Uoff/KUm, and Tf. The update
command frequency of PWPF is taken 50 Hz.
First of all, the three mentioned parameters are
optimized and subjected to thruster firings or fuel
consumption as the performance index. Due to
our simplification assumptions, an interval is then
suggested for each parameter by eliminating the
upper 30% bound of the performance index. For
example, in Fig. 3, the maximum number of
thruster firings is 231; therefore, the region in
which the number of thruster firings is 161 or
lower is chosen. It should be noted that, the static
and dynamic analyses are simulated for 20
seconds. System analysis simulations terminate
when attitude error/reference angle<0.02 and
JΩ/Um<0.02 rad.s or the time exceeds 20 seconds.
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Figure 3. Thruster firings versus Uon/KUm and
T for Uoff/Uon|*=0.02
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In static analysis, a constant input is fed to the
PWPFM and the performance of the modulator
is studied with respect to thruster firings and
fuel consumption. The input is chosen
approximately in the middle of the modulator
operating range, i.e., 0.5. Having fuel consumption
as the performance index, the optimum values are
Uon/KUm|*=0.48, Uoff/KUm|*=0.46, and Tf*=0.82;
and regarding thruster firings as the performance
index,
the
optimum
values
become
Uon/KUm|*=0.06, Uoff/KUm|*=0.02, and Tf*=0.12.
Using Uon/KUm|*, the simulations are done by
varying Uoff/KUm and Tf, as depicted in Figure
3, and the undesired regions of Uoff/KUm and Tf
are eliminated, i.e. the region which results in
the upper 30% of performance index. This
procedure is repeated for Uon/KUm and Tf with
fixed Uoff/KUm|* and also for Uon/KUm and
Uoff/KUm with fixed Tf |*. The overall results are
presented in Table 1 and some of the simulation
results are depicted in Figures 3 and 4. As it
can be seen in Fig. 3, 0.16<Uon/KUm and
0.14<Tf are suggested regarding thruster firings
and based on Fig. 4, 0.02<Uoff/Uon and 0.02<Tf
are preferred regarding fuel consumption. It
should be noted that the upper bound of 0.5 on
Uon/KUm is exerted due to choosing the input
equal to 0.5 and by changing the input, this
bound is also changed. In other words, as long
as the input has not reached the on threshold
value, the modulator would not start.
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Figure 4. Fuel consumption versus Uoff/Uon and
T for Uon/KUm|*=0.48
Table 1. Suggested range of PWPFM parameters in
static analyses
Performance
Index
Thruster Firings

U /KU

U /U

T

0.160.5

0.020.96

>0.14

Fuel
Consumption

0.020.5

>0.02

>0.04

Both Criteria

0.16 0.5

0.02 0.96

>0.14

Dynamic Analysis
In dynamic analysis, a sine wave is usually
chosen as the input of the modulator. Here, the
frequency of the sine wave is given between 1 to
150 rad/s and its amplitudes are set to 1. For each
performance index, three graphs are produced. To
obtain the desired intervals, first, Uon/KUm and
Uoff/KUm are set to the optimum values from the
static analysis as the initial guess for the problem.
Then, the performance index is computed in
terms of Tf and the sine wave frequency, as
shown in Fig. 5. As mentioned before, the
preferred interval for Tf is chosen below the 30%
of the maximum value of the computed thruster
firings as the performance index. It should be
noted that, Fig. 5 concerns the final stage graph
and not the case for the initial guesses. Similarly,
the preferred intervals for other parameters, e.g.,
Uon/KUm and Uoff/KUm are obtained for the
desired performance index. As shown in Fig. 5,
the interval 0.09<Tf is chosen regarding thruster
firings and based on Figure 6, the interval
0.55<Uon/KUm is preferred regarding fuel
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Figure 5. Thruster firings versus T and input
frequency for Uon/KUm=0.42 and Uoff/Uon=0.7
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Figure 6. Fuel consumption versus U /KU and
input frequency for Tf=0.42 and Uoff/Uon=0.7
Table 2. Suggested range of PWPFM parameters in
dynamic analyses
Performance
Index
Thruster
Firings
Fuel
Consumption
Both Criteria

U /KU

U /U

> 0.33

<0.9

> 0.15

>0.55

>0.27

>0.15

>0.55

0.270.9

>0.15

T

System Analysis
Static and dynamic analyses have suggested the
preferred ranges of PWPFM parameters, though
to have a more realistic understanding of the
modulator behavior in the system, these ranges
should be specified in the attitude control system.
In our system analysis, the modulator behavior is
investigated in a simple rigid spacecraft model for

a rest-to-rest maneuver. In this case, the control
system consists of a PD controller plus the PWPF
modulator. There are two schemes to determine
the PD gains. The first is to optimize them
alongside the other three parameters, as treated in
Ref. [21], and the second is to presume fixed
values for the feedback gains. Here, the second
scheme is applied and it is assumed that the system
considerations exert a fixed damping ratio of 1.5
and a natural frequency of 0.7 to the system, when
it operates in its linear range, resulting in the
feedback gains of K /J=0.49 and K /J=2.1.
The system is, first, studied for a quasinormalized attitude command of JΘref/Um=200
deg.s2. For example, for a spacecraft with J=10
Kg.m2 and Um=1 N.m, an input of 200 deg.s2 is
equal to a reference attitude input of 20 degrees.
Primarily, the optimum values of Uon/KUm,
Uoff/KUm, and Tf are computed. Since there are
two sets of performance indices, there are two sets
of optimum values. In the first set, the performance
index is the number of thruster firings with the
constraints of settling time 20 seconds and
overshoot<15%, resulting in Uon/KUm|*=0.5,
Uoff/KUm|*=0.05, and Tf*=0.9 seconds. For the
second set, the performance index is fuel
consumption with the same constraints on the first
set, resulting in Uon/KUm|*=0.2, Uoff/KUm|*=0.05,
and Tf*=0.6 seconds. It is obvious that if the
constraints were ignored, the optimum values would
have changed, resulting in lower values for
performance index, as we shall see in the next
section. By applying the optimum values as initial
guesses, the simulations are carried out and the
preferred intervals are obtained. All the graphs are
not included here, but some parts of the results are
shown in Figures 7 to 10.
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consumption. The overall dynamic analysis
results are outlined in Table 2.
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Figure 7. Thruster firings versus U /KU and
U /U for Tf*=0.9 (thruster firings as PI)
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intervals Uon/KUm<0.66 or (Uon/KUm<0.66 and
0.86<T ) are preferable regarding the output
overshoot. For the second set, based on Fig. 9,
interval Uon/KUm<0.64 is suggested regarding
the attitude overshoot. Also, regarding fuel
consumption, based on Fig. 10, intervals
Uon/KUm<0.48, 0.86<Uon/KUm or T <0.6 are
suitable. However, the overall interval is chosen
considering all the limiting bounds, as presented
in Table 3.
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Table 3. Suggested range of PWPFM parameters in
system analyses
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Figure 8. Overshoot versus U /KU and T for
Uoff/Uon|*=0.05 (thruster firings as PI)

Performance
Index
Thruster Firings
Fuel
Consumption

U /KU

U /U

0.240.62

<0.28

<0.48

0.270.52

T
0.781
0.520.86
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Figure 9. Overshoot versus U /KU and U /U
for Tf*=0.6 (fuel consumption as PI)

The preferred regions of PWPF modulator
parameters are acquired only for a specified value
of quasi-normalized input angle, as mentioned
before. Here, the preferred interval of PWPFM
parameters are obtained for a range of quasinormalized input angles, i.e., JΘref/Um=50-250
deg.s2, and the results can be viewed in Figures
11 to 16, computed for a step increment of 25 for
the quasi-normalized input angle as shown by
asterisks (*) in these graphs. The obtained points
are connected by straight lines, only to show a
behavioral trend.
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Figure 10. Fuel consumption versus U /KU and T
for Uoff/Uon|*=0.05 (fuel consumption as PI)

For the first set, based on Fig. 7, intervals
0.14<Uon/KUm and Uoff/Uon<0.82 are suggested
regarding thruster firings, and based on Fig. 8,

Figure 11. Suggested regions for T regarding fuel
consumption
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Figure 12. Suggested regions for U /KU regarding
fuel consumption
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Figure 15. Suggested regions for U /KU regarding
thruster firings

Figure 16. Suggested regions for Uoff/Uon regarding
thruster firings
Figure 13. Suggested regions for Uoff/Uon regarding
fuel consumption

Figure 14. Suggested regions for T regarding thruster
firings

It is clear that by decreasing the step
increment of 25, the behavioral trend would be
more accurate. The dash-dotted line is the lower
bound limit, the solid line is for upper bound
limit, and the dashed line in these graphs shows
the optimum values.
Having fuel consumption as the performance
index results in a larger range for T and Uon/KUm
than that for the thruster firings, as depicted in
Figures 11 and 14 for T and Figures 12 and 15
for Uon/KUm, respectively. Opposed to these two
quasi-normalized quantities, the suggested interval
of Uoff/Uon becomes larger regarding thruster
firings, as shown in Figures 13 and 16. As seen in
these figures, there are some points in which the
optimum values lay outside the suggested limits.
This is because there are some small vicinity
around the optimum values which have been
removed from the final suggested bounds, since
they are unreliable due to unmodeled dynamics
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Figure 17. Comparison of optimum and non-optimum
parameter setting in number of thruster firings
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and our simplifications. These graphs help us in
the preliminary study of the attitude control
systems using PWPFM. Based on the application,
one can choose the suitable value of each
parameter regarding fuel consumption or thruster
firings. It is worth noting that large values of T
cause undesired system phase lag. To reduce the
T value, one can increase the damping ratio of
the system or settling time as the constraints of
our optimization problem.
We are now to investigate the effect of
PWPFM parameter setting of a specified input
angle, e.g., JΘref/Um=50 deg.s2, on the
performance of the control system for other
values of reference input angles. Fig. 17 shows
the number of thruster firings versus quasinormalized input angle when the PWPFM
parameters are set for an input of 50 deg.s2,
compared to the optimum values obtained for
each corresponding input. The dash-dotted line
represents the results of applying the optimum
setting corresponding to the input of 50 deg.s2 to
the whole input range, that clearly may not satisfy
our optimization constraints. The solid line
presents the optimum values corresponding to
each input angle. Similarly, Fig. 18 compares
the fuel consumption for the afore-mentioned
cases. As we expected, our optimization
constraints are violated in a small interval in Fig.
18, i.e., the values of the dash-dotted line lays
below the optimum values of the solid line.
According to Figures 17 and 18, to enhance the
performance of the system, it is suggested that
the optimum parameter setting be utilized for
each input angle.
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Figure 18. Comparison of optimum and non-optimum
parameter setting in fuel consumption

Conclusions
The preliminary design of PWPFM
parameters has been performed for quasinormalized equations for a single-axis attitude
control of rigid spacecraft in quasi-normalized
form and the preferred regions of PWPFM
parameters have been suggested. The main
advantage of the method is to obtain the
preferred values of grouped parameters,
regardless of the value of each parameter
separately. Besides, the number of parameters
will be reduced, resulting in less computational
burden. The preferred regions of parameters are
optimized by grid search method for two
performance indices, namely, thruster firings
and fuel consumption. Because of the
unmodeled dynamics and the simplification
assumptions, the suggested regions of
parameters have also been provided. Since the
optimum values and the preferred regions
depend on the value of the reference angle
input, the suggested regions are presented for a
range of input angles for rest-to-rest
maneuvers. It should be noted that the present
study is based on noise-free sensors assumption.
The preferred region needs to be modified in the
presence of noise for practical implementation.
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